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The Slip History of the 1994 Northridge, California, Earthquake Determined 
from Strong-Motion, Teleseismic, GPS, and Leveling Data 
by David J. Wald, Thomas H. Heaton,* and K. W. Hudnut 
Abstract We present a rupture model of the Northridge earthquake, determined 
from the joint inversion of near-source strong ground motion recordings, P and SH 
teleseismic body waves, Global Positioning System (GPS) displacement vectors, and 
permanent uplift measured along leveling lines. The fault is defined to strike 122° 
and dip 40° to the south-southwest. The average rake vector is determined to be 101°, 
and average slip is 1.3 m; the peak slip reaches about 3 m. Our estimate of the 
seismic moment is l.3 ± 0.2 X 1()26 dyne-em (potency of 0.4 km3). The rupture 
area is small relative to the overall aftershock dimensions and is approximately 15 
km along strike, nearly 20 km in the dip direction, and there is no indication of slip 
shallower than about 5 to 6 krn. The up-dip, strong-motion velocity waveforms are 
dominated by large S-wave pulses attributed to source directivity and are comprised 
of at least 2 to 3 distinct arrivals (a few seconds apart). Stations at southern azimuths 
indicate two main S-wave arrivals separated longer in time (about 4 to 5 sec). These 
observations are best modeled with a complex distribution of subevents: The initial 
S-wave arrival comes from an asperity that begins at the hypocenter and extends up-
dip and to the north where a second, larger subevent is centered (about 12 km away). 
The secondary S arrivals at southern azimuths are best fit with additional energy 
radiation from another high slip region at a depth of 19 km, 8 krn west of the 
hypocenter. The resolving power of the individual data sets is examined by predicting 
the geodetic (GPS and leveling) displacements with the dislocation model determined 
from the waveform data, and vice versa, and also by analyzing how well the telese-
ismic solution predicts the recorded strong motions. The general features of the 
geodetic displacements are not well predicted from the model determined indepen-
dently from the strong-motion data; likewise, the slip model determined from geo-
detic data does not adequately reproduce the strong-motion characteristics. Whereas 
a particularly smooth slip pattern is sufficient to satisfy the geodetic data, the strong-
motion and teleseismic data require a more heterogeneous slip distribution in order 
to reproduce the velocity amplitudes and frequency content. Although the teleseismic 
model can adequately reproduce the overall amplitude and frequency content of the 
strong-motion velocity recordings, it does a poor job of predicting the geodetic data. 
Consequently, a robust representation of the slip history and heterogeneity requires 
a combined analysis of these data sets. 
introduction 
The 17 January 1994 Northridge (M. = 6.7) earthquake 
produced the largest ground motions ever recorded in an 
urban environment and caused the greatest damage in the 
United States since the great 1906 San Francisco earthquake 
(USGS and SCEC, 1994). Peak acceleration and velocity val-
ues were among the largest ever recorded in any earthquake, 
and the large number of strong-motion recordings is un-
*Present address: Division of Geological and Planetary Sciences, Cali· 
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precedented. Extensive portable instrument deployments 
following the mainshock for recording aftershocks will pro-
vide calibration data for constraining the regional velocity 
structure and, ultimately. for better understanding the main-
shock strong motions. The extent of the damage and the 
abundance of recorded ground motions necessitate a system-
atic analysis of the source-rupture process in order to better 
understand the nature of the ground motions and resulting 
damage patterns. 
Wald and Heaton ( 1994a) examined an earlier subset of 
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the strong-motion data described herein and determined a 
rupture model based on an inversion of those data. In this 
analysis, we add strong-motion data, GPS and leveling-line 
displacements, and teleseismic waveforms to the earlier, 
near-source strong-motion data set and use all, both sepa-
rately and in unison , to invert for the spatial and temporal 
variations of slip on the fault. The models resulting from 
individual data sets were checked against the other data in a 
forward modeling sense to analyze their resolution and pre-
dictive capacity. The results presented here supersede the 
earlier work since we have included additional data. Unlike 
the earlier studies, we use different Green 's functions for 
strong-motion stations at soil and rock sites, rather than us-
ing a single-velocity structure, and we use a layered earth 
model for the geodetic displacement calculations, as op-
posed to the homogeneous half-space approximation used in 
earlier work. Generally, the results of our earlier modeling 
are consistent with the improved and updated results pre-
sented here. 
Our fault parameterization involves a variable-slip, fi-
nite-fault model that treats the diverse data sets in a self-
consistent manner, allowing them to be inverted jointly or 
independently. By representing slip on the fault with nu-
merous subfaults and slip on each subfault by the summation 
of many point sources over the subfault area, we can gen-
erate near-source static, strong-motion, or teleseismic syn-
thetic Green's functions with identical fault rupture models. 
There are several important advantages in combining 
the multiple data sets. First, neither the GPS nor the wave-
form stations uniformly cover the near-source region. As a 
combined data set, the spatial sampling is enhanced. Second, 
the range of frequencies covered is from DC to 1.0 Hz, al-
lowing comparisons between slip models that sample only 
coseismic slip (waveform data) with those that include slip 
from early aftershocks as well as aseismic slip (geodetics). 
Finally, since the geodetically determined slip pattern is 
completely independent of the rupture timing, requiring the 
final slip in the waveform inversions to fit the static data 
provides an independent constraint on any a priori timing 
assumptions made in the waveform modeling. This has a 
great advantage over band-limited waveform studies alone, 
where there is commonly a trade-off between the rupture 
timing and the slip location. 
Other recent studies have shown the benefit of combin-
ing geodetic and waveform data in source inversions. Wald 
and Heaton (1994b) found that the addition of the geodetic 
data to the strong-motion and teleseismic data in the analysis 
of the 1992 Landers earthquake added important constraints 
on the rupture evolution. Only with the addition of the geo-
detic data (Hudnut eta/., 1994) could the temporal and spa-
tial evolution be imaged with confidence. ln a study of the 
historic data from the 1923 Kanto, Japan, earthquake, Wald 
and Somerville ( 1995) constrained the slip on the subducting 
fault plane with the available geodetic data (Matsu'ura eta/., 
1980) and placed constraints on the rupture timing with tele-
seismic body-waveform data. 
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Unfortunately, the Northridge inversion is more limited 
than the Landers study for several reasons. First. with the 
Northridge earthquake, there is ambiguity in assuming the 
location and geometry of the fault rupture surface(s) at 
depth. Geometrical fault complexity at depth is difficult to 
interpret from the aftershock locations alone. In contrast, the 
multiple-fault segments of the Landers rupture were exposed 
at the ground surface. Although complex, they were clearly 
defined and known to be nearly vertical in the down-dip 
direction. Second, the greater average depth extent of the 
slip in the Northridge earthquake reduces the effective res-
olution of the geodetic observations, particularly for deeper 
slip. Conversely, the geodetic monuments for the Landers 
earthquake were often immediately adjacent to shallow, 
high-slip areas of the fault and were thus very sensitive to 
the location and amount of slip. Finally, the rupture dimen-
sions and source duration are relatively short for the North-
ridge earthquake; thus, we are attempting to resolve shorter 
wavelength features with lower slip amplitudes than for both 
the Landers and Kanto earthquakes. 
We first discuss the coherency and variations of the 
near-source recorded ground motions and display the ground 
motions in a map view, allowing the waveform and ampli-
tude variations to be examined. Next, we invert the band-
passed (I to 10 sec) velocity ground motions alone to de-
termine the distribution of slip on the fault rupture plane. 
The teleseismic and geodetic data are then inverted sepa-
rately in the same fashion, allowing a direct comparison be-
tween the waveform and static solutions. A combined in-
version of all three data sets is then performed to find a 
dislocation model most compatible with all of the observa-
tions, and the solution is discussed. Finally, the individual 
models are tested against the other independent data sets, 
and implications for the resolution of our analysis are dis-
cussed. 
Fault Rupture Model 
In order to model slip during the Northridge earthquake, 
we need to assume a fault geometry, so we choose a single 
fault plane that is most consistent with a broad range of 
observations. We use a strike of 122°, compromising be-
tween the different solutions found from modeling tele-
seismic surface waves (Harvard CMn and body waves 
(Thio and Kanamori, 1996) that indicate strikes near 130° 
and the first-motion mechanism (USGS and SCEC, 1994) that 
requires a strike between 100° and 110°. Further, vertical 
cross sections of the aftershock distribution (Mori et al. , 
1995) present the simplest planar structure when projected 
perpendicular to roughly a 120° strike (Fig. 1). The fault 
plane dips 40° and passes directly through the relatively sim-
ple, planar aftershock distribution (Fig. 1). We did not at-
tempt to model the data with fault locations that violate the 
aftershock observations. 
The depth to the top of our assumed fault is 5.0 km, and 
the depth to the bottom of the fault is 20.4 km, giving a 
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Figure I. Map view (top) and cross section (bottom) of the aftershock distribution 
for the Northridge earthquake from 17 January to 3 1 November 1994. Aftershock 
locations shown are the 3D relocations of Mori et a/. ( 1995). Thick lines indicate the 
dimensions of the surface projection of the fault plane used in this study. Contours 
(interval 0.4 m) show the slip pattern determined from the combined inversion of wave-
form and geodetic data. 
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down-dip width of 24 km. The along-strike fault length is 
18 km. We discretized the fault plane into a total of 196 
subfaults, each 1.29-krn wide and 1.71-km long down-dip, 
in order to represent variable slip along the fault. The fault 
parameterization and modeling procedure we employ is fully 
described by Hartzell and Heaton ( 1983) and is summarized 
only briefly below. 
Synthetic Green's Functions 
Each subfault' s motion is obtained by summing there-
sponses of 25 point sources uniformly distributed over each 
subfault. Each point source is lagged appropriately in time 
to include the travel-time difference due to the varying 
source-to-station positions and to simulate the propagation 
of the rupture front across each subfault. Thus, all subfaults 
separately include the correct effects of directivity. The com-
plete point-source responses for the strong-motion synthetics 
and the geodetic static displacements are computed for a 
layered velocity model (Table I) with the discrete-wave-
number, finite-element (DWFE) scheme (Olson et al., 1984) 
for frequencies up to 3.0 Hz. ln practice, we calculate a 
master set of synthetics for 1-km increments in depth from 
4.0 to 22.0 km and for ranges between 0 and 60 km. to allow 
for the closest and farthest possible subfault-station combi-
nations. Then for each point-source station pair, the required 
response is derived by a linear interpolation of the closest 
Green's functions available in the master set. The linear in-
terpolation of adjacent Green's functions is performed by 
aligning the waveforms according to their shear-wave travel 
times. 
The source-region velocity model used to compute the 
strong-motion Green's functions at rock sites (Table 2) and 
all the static displacements (GPS and leveling), given in Ta-
ble I a, is modified from Langston ( 1978, model C). We have 
added a thin (0.5 km), slower layer to Langston 's model to 
better approximate elastic properties just beneath the strong-
motion rock-si te stations. Minor variations on this model 
have been used extensively (e.g., Dreger and Heimberger, 
1990) for modeling many local and regional waveforms in 
southern California. For soil-site strong-motion stations, we 
replace the top 0.3 km of the rock-site velocity model with 
slower P- and S-wave velocities, as shown in Table I b. 
Source Time Function and Rupture Velocity 
The dislocation time history for each subfault is repre-
sented by the integral of an isosceles tri angle with a duration 
of 0.6 sec. Each subfault is also allowed to slip in any of 
three identical 0.6-sec time windows following the pa sage 
of the rupture front, with the initiations of each window sep-
arated by 0.4 sec. Since the windows overlap in time. they 
can provide a smooth overall sl ip history lasting up to 1.4 
sec. if necessary. Examples of the resulting subfault di s-
placement time functions are shown in a later section. With 
multiple time windows, we can approximate both spatial 
vari ations in slip duration and rupture velocity perturbations 
from the a sumed uniform velocity. 
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Table 1 
Northridge Regional Velocity Structure 
A . Rock Stat1ons 
Vp Vs DenS II)' Tlud.ncss Dep<h 
(kmlsec) (km/sec) (g/cm) (lm) (lm) 
1.9 1.0 2. 1 0.5 0.0 
4.0 2.0 2.4 1.0 0.5 
5.5 3.2 2.7 2.5 1.5 
6.3 3.6 2.8 23.0 4.0 
6.8 3.9 2.9 13.0 27.0 
7.8 4.5 3.3 40.0 
B Sotl Stauons 
Vp Vs Denslly llud.ness Deplh 
(kmlsec) (km/sec) (g/cm) (l ml (km) 
0.8 0.3 1.7 0.1 0.0 
1.2 0.5 1.8 0.2 0.1 
1.9 1.0 2.1 0.2 0.3 
4.0 2.0 2.4 1.0 0.5 
5.5 3.2 2.7 2.5 1.5 
6.3 3.6 2.8 23.0 4.0 
6.8 3.9 2.9 13.0 27.0 
7.8 4.5 3.3 40.0 
The rupture velocity is assumed to be a constant 3.0 krn/ 
sec. or about 85% of the shear-wave velocity in the source 
region (Table I). We iterated through a range of values from 
2.7 to 3.3 km/sec but found that rupture velocities in the 
range of 2.8 to 3.0 kmlsec provides the best fit to the strong-
motion data. The faster rupture velocity (3.0 km/sec), how-
ever. provided a better match when the geodetic and wave-
form data are inverted jointly. 
Rupture Initiation 
Evidence from the strong-motion data indicates that the 
initial rupture was rather subdued, reminiscent of delayed 
initial growth of the Lorna Prieta (Wald et a/. , 1991) and 
Landers earthquakes (Abercrombie and Mori, 1994 ). How-
ever, there is no evidence for the unusual long-period radi-
ation that was observed in the beginning of the Lorna Prieta 
earthquake. That is. the beginning of the Northridge main-
shock was indistinguishable from the beginning of after-
shocks in the hypocentral region (Abercrombie, 1994). The 
strong-motion trigger times. when available, indicate that the 
triggering P wave arrived at least 0.5 sec later than expected 
(Wald and Heaton. 1994a), given the predicted travel time 
from the hypocentral parameters determined from the high-
gain short-period records from the Southern Californ ia Seis-
mographic Network (SCSN). Further analysis by Ellsworth 
and Beroza ( 1994) suggests that a small nucleation phase of 
the rupture was fo llowed by a secondary. larger rupture ep-
isode beginning near the hypocenter approximately 0.5 sec 
later. consistent with the delayed strong-motion trigger 
times. We used the origin time (12:30:55.2 GMT), epicenter 
(34.2 11 o orth latitude. 11 8.546° West longitude). and hy-
pocentral depth (17.5 km) determined by relocating SCS 
network phase data (J. Mori. written comm .. 1994). Based 
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ALHF 
ARL 
BLD 
CAS 
ECC 
EI\"R 
GRF 
HYSB 
JFP 
:\1NG 
i\10R 
1'/HL 
!\"H20 
PARD 
PDM 
PIRU 
PKC 
PTi\1G 
RRS 
RSE 
sec 
SCR 
scs 
SHR 
St.1C 
SSt: 
SVA 
SYL 
TPG 
L'03 
1.:53 
S1..ll1on :"-lame 
Alhambra 
Freemont School 
Arleta-
:'-lordhoff Ave. Fire Station 
LA-Baldwin Hills 
Castaic 
Old Ridge Route 
Energ) Control Center 
Encino 
Encino Reservoir Dam Abutment 
Griffith Park 
Griffith Observatory 
Los Angeles 
Holl) wood Storage Bldg. 
Granada Hi lis 
Jenson Filtr. Plant Generator Bid. 
Monte Nido 
Fire Station 
:\lloorpark 
::-lewhall 
LA County Fire Dept 
:'1/orth Hollywood 
20-;,tOr) Hotel 
Santa Clarita 
Pardee Substation 
Pacoima Dam 
Downstream 
Lake Piru 
Santa Felicia Dam Downstream 
Pacoima 
Kagel Canyon Fire Sta. #74 
Point :\llugu 
Laguna Peak 
Sylmar 
Rinaldi Recei,·ing Station 
San Fernando 
Receiving Station Ea:,t 
Sepulvada Canyon 
Control Facility 
Stone Canyon 
Re,en oi r site 
Sylmar 
Sylmar Con,·ening Station 
Sherman Oaks 
13-story Commercial Bldg. 
Santa Monica 
City Hall Ground' 
Santa Susanna 
D.O.E.- Ground Site 
Supulveda 
V.A. Hospital 
Sylmar 
6-:.tof) County Ho,pital Parking 
Lot 
Topanga 
Fire Station 
Canoga Park 
17M5 Saticoy 
Canoga Park 
7769 Topanga Canyon Blvd 
Table 2 
Strong Motion Station 
l\onh 
Lat. 
34.070 
34.136 
3-t.009 
3-t.5M 
3-t.259 
3-t.l 5 
3-1.118 
34.090 
34.312 
34.078 
3-1.288 
3-1.387 
3-1. 138 
3-l.-135 
34.33-l 
34.-160 
3-1.288 
3-1 .109 
34.281 
34.17 
3-1.097 
34.106 
3-1.3 12 
3-1.154 
34.011 
3-1.230 
3-U49 
34.326 
34.084 
34.209 
3-1.212 
Wc ... t 
Long 
118.150 
118.-139 
118.361 
118.6-12 
118.336 
118.51 
118.299 
118.339 
118.-196 
118.693 
11 8.881 
11 8.530 
118.539 
118.582 
118.396 
118.753 
118.375 
11 9.065 
11 8.-179 
118.36 
118.-178 
118.-154 
118.-181 
118.465 
118.-190 
118.713 
118.-175 
I 18.-14-1 
118.600 
118.517 
118.506 
Ep1Central 
o,,LanC'C"' 
39 
9 
28 
-10 
19 
7 
26 
23 
12 
21 
33 
20 
19 
25 
19 
3-l 
17 
so 
9 
17 
15 
2-l 
12 
10 
24 
16 
8 
15 
16 
6 
Peak 
Vclocit~ t 
II 
18 
53 
27 
2-l 
31 
26 
97 
12 
29 
121 
39 
92 
50 
32 
59 
18 
183 
36 
31 
38 
135 
59 
42 
23 
76 
136 
20 
63 
63 
RotatiOn 
Angle: 
97 
82 
1-12 
76 
61 
10 
118 
148 
160 
10 
-13 
37 
16 
34 
19 
163 
25 
124 
31 
79 
3-l 
91 
25 
166 
91 
52 
76 
13 
148 
10 
4 
Code;~ 
BR 
cs 
CN 
CR 
LR 
LR 
GJ\' 
BN 
GS 
G:-.1 
cs 
cs 
cs 
ES 
CR 
CR 
CR 
CN 
LS 
LS 
GR 
BR 
LR 
cs 
C ' 
GR 
c. 
cs 
GR 
cs 
cs 
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Table 2 
Continued 
~orth We;:,t Eptcentral Peal. Rotat1on 
Abbre,. Station NaJTlC Lat. Long. D1"'1ance• Velocity"" Angle; Codes! 
U55 Santa Susana 3-U<H I 18.666 13 65 40 u 
6334 Katherine Road 
U56 Newhall 34.39 1 I 18.622 21 I 14 43 UR 
26835 W Pico canyon Blvd 
U57 Mint Canyon 34.4 I 9 I 18.426 25 46 16 us 
16628 W Lost Canyon Rd 
VNY Van Nuys 34.221 I 18.471 6 56 85 cs 
7 -story Hotel 
VSQZ Vasquez Rocks Park 34.490 118.320 39 20 22 CR 
WOOD Wood Ranch Dam 34.240 118.820 26 37 34 CR 
WVA Wadsworth 34.052 118.451 19 39 55 G:-.1 
V.A. Ho pita! 
*Approximate distance in km from epicenter at 34.2 11° 1'\, 118.537" W. 
' Peak velocity in em/sec for component that maximized the peak recorded ground velocity (Fig. 2). 
1 Rotation angle (in degrees) for components shown in Figure 2. 
1Codes: N = not used in inversion: C = CDMG: G = USGS; U = USC: B = UCSB; E = SCE: L = LADWP: S and R indicate use of soil or rock 
velocity structure for synthetic ground motion (Table I ). 
on the above observations, we initiated the rupture model 
0.5 sec after the hypocentral time. We thus chose to ignore 
the foreshock or initial rupture and began modeling at the 
time of the first significant rupture episode. We a sumed that 
the main (secondary) rupture began at or near the network 
hypocentral location and then allowed the rupture to prop-
agate radially outward from that point. 
Inversion Method 
A constrained, damped, linear, least-squares inversion 
procedure is used to obtain the subfault dislocation weights 
that give the best fit to the velocity waveforms and/or geo-
detic displacement . The inversion is con trained by requir-
ing that the slip is positive everywhere. and it is damped by 
minimizing the difference in dislocation values between ad-
jacent subfaults. The e constraints have been previously dis-
cu sed in detail by Hartzell and Heaton ( 1983). Solving for 
the amplitude of slip on each subfault. given the strong-
motion observations and subfault synthetic ei mograms. is 
posed as an overdetermined system of linear equations. 
The rake vector is allowed to vary within the range of 
55° (left-lateral thrust) to 145° (right-lateral thrust). requiring 
two relative slip components for each subfault to be deter-
mined. Additionally, since the three-time window parame-
terization allows variable rake in each window, each subfault 
requires a total of six slip variables. Hence. for 196 subfaults. 
the total of unknown variables is 11 76. In the case of the 
geodetic inversion alone. the number of data is smaller than 
the number of unknown slip parameters. so the inversion is 
formally underdetermined: however. the addition of the 
smoothing constraints make the inverse problem overdeter-
mined. 
Strong-Motion Inversion 
Strong-Motion Data and Preliminary Analysis 
We u e strong-motion accelerograms from the Califor-
nia Division of Mines and Geology (CDMG: Shakal et a/., 
1994). the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS: Porcella et al., 
1994). the Lo Angeles Department of Power and Water 
(LAD\VP). Southern California Edison (SCE). the University 
of California at Santa Barbara (UCSB), and the University 
of Southern California (USC). Table 2 lists the station ab-
breviations and locations as well as other site specifications. 
and the distribution of stations is displayed in Figure 2. 
Where two or more stations were located in close proximity 
to each other, we chose a representative location for our 
analysis. 
The variability of the ground motions in the Northridge 
earthquake is examined in map view in Figure 2. Figure 2a 
shows the unfiltered acceleration recordings. and Figure 2b 
shows the unfiltered velocity waveforms. At each station. 
the component shown has been rotated to maximize the re-
corded peak ground velocity; the rotation angles and peak 
velocities are tabulated in Table 2. Since the integration from 
acceleration to veloci ty enhances lower frequencies. com-
parison of Figure 2a and 2b allows the spatial waveform 
and amplitude variations to be visualized as the frequency 
bandpass is shifted from higher frequenc ies to longer pe-
riods. Effectively. this allows us to separate some of the 
effects of wave propagation and site response (which are 
most profound in the accelerations) from the more obvious 
contributions of rupture directivity and radiation pattern, 
which dominate the longer-period velocity waveforms. 
The variability of the observed ground motion can be 
attributed to a number of factors in addition to source dis-
tance. The ground velocities north of the epicenter are dom-
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Figure 2. Station map and distribution of ground motion for select strong-motion sta-
tions (open triangles) shown in map view. Each waveform trace is associated with a nearby 
tat ion and both amplitude and time scale are inset. Theda hed rectangle depicts the surface 
projection of the model fault plane. Shaded areas delineate ba in and valleys. including the 
Los Angeles Basin. the San Gabriel Valley. and the San Fernando Valley (directly above 
and outheast of the inferred rupture plane): (a) acceleration: (b) velocity. 
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ina ted by simple. large-amplitude pul es indicative of north-
ward. up-dip source directivity. In the region I 0 to 25 km 
north-northwest to north-northeast of the epicenter. where 
we would expect the combined effects of radiation pattern 
and directivity to be maximized for this fault geometry. large 
ground velocities are observed. In fact. the recorded peak 
horizontal ground velocity at the free-field site near the 
county hospital in Sylmar (station SYL. 15 km north-north-
east of the epicenter) was about 130 em/sec: the peak veloc-
ity was over 180 em/sec at the Los Angeles Department of 
Water and Power Rinaldi Receiving tation (RRS) several 
kilometers to the south. The Rinaldi ground velocity is the 
largest recorded to date from any earthquake . Another im-
pressive ground-motion recording is at station U56 (Fig. 2). 
which lies above the northwest up-d ip comer of the modeled 
fault. Though the acceleration recording at U56 (Fig. 2a) i 
not particularly large. the peak velocity is nearly 115 em/ 
sec. and the width of the velocity pul e is nearly 2.0 sec 
(Fig. 2b). 
These large. up-dip recorded ground velocities are sig-
nificant, since peak ground velocity is a better measure of 
damage potential for large structure. than is peak ground 
acceleration (EERI. 199-J.). It is important to note that much 
of the up-dip region. where directivity effects dominate. is 
not as densely urbanized as regions to the south (Fig. 3). For 
buildings of four or more stories. Figure 3 shows that almo t 
all were located outside the region that experienced the 
strongest ground velocities. Among the large structures lo-
cated up-dip. howe\ er. were several notable freeway 
bridges. including two that collapsed at the Interstate 5. State 
Route l...J. interchange and at the Inter tate 5 Gavin Canyon 
undercrossing (EERI. 199-n. Within the southern San Fer-
nando valley. the ground velocities were much more mod-
erate than to the north. even though this region is directly 
above the rupture surface. Few large man-made structures 
experienced the full force of the ::--.lorthridge earthquake: of 
those that did. many were severely damaged. 
The effect of directivity is less obvious in the peak ac-
celeration data (Fig. 2a). Although the ground velocities 
are clearly large north of the epicenter. the concentration of 
the largest accelerations is nearly above the fault plane. 
Further. several of the larger peak accelerations (e.g .. station 
SMC) \'l:ere located south of the epicenter where the large 
amplitudes were likely dominated by propagation and site 
effects rather than ource radiation alone. As in o ther earth-
quakes. soft soils, basin structures. and topographic features 
may have produced higher ground motions locally for the 
Northridge earthquake (e.g .. Graves. 1995: Spudich et a/.. 
1996). 
Modeling 
When the trigger time was available. synthetic and ob-
served waveforms were aligned in absolute time. and only 
minor corrections were made for static tation delays or tim-
ing errors. Inver ion of only the strong-motion data from 
stations with ab olute timing indicates a large slip at the 
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hypocenter. Hence. for all other stations. the synthetic S 
waves from the subfault containing the hypocenter were 
aligned with the initial S wave in the data. However. a pri-
mary factor limiting the ultimate resolution of our modeling 
is the lack of absolute timing for many of the strong-motion 
recording . 
All ground velocity ob en·ations are scaled to a unit 
amplitude in the inversion in order to insure equal impor-
tance of smaller-amplitude stations and to down-weight pos-
sible site effects. Examination of the ground-motion record-
ings shows that. at adjacent stations. more variability was 
found in the vertical components. suggesting more contam-
ination from site and path effects in the vertical data. For 
this reason. the vertical components were down-weighted by 
a factor of 2 with respect to the horizontal components. With 
the exception of CAS and VSQZ (Fig. 2). all 30 stations used 
in the inversion have horizontal distances of less than 26 km 
from the center of the fault. We a\·oided more distant stations 
and tho e within the Los Angeles Basin since many of the 
aftershock recordings at these locations indicate waveform 
modifications caused by wave propagation through complex 
structures. 
The accelerograms were bandpass-filtered between 0.1 
and 1.0 Hz with a zero-phase. third-order Butterworth filter 
and were then integrated to obtain ground velocity. This 
bandpass was chosen to avoid long-period integration noise 
and to avoid inadequacies of the theoretical Green· s func-
tions at higher frequencies. The use of velocity rather than 
acceleration waveforms further emphasizes longer-period 
characteristics of the strong motions. Our inability to ade-
quately estimate strong-motion Green· s functions at fre-
quencies higher than 1.0 Hz is limited in part by our lack of 
knowledge of the crustal ve locity structure. particularly at 
more distant stations and. again. by the lack of ab olute time 
at many strong-motion sites. We modeled between 15 and 
20 sec of the strong motions on each component. depending 
on the duration at individual station . We did not rotate the 
stations to fault normal and parallel. since for stations in the 
near-source region. particularly above the fault. rotation is 
ambiguous. However. in order to facilitate waveform com-
parisons. all horizontal components are rotated to north and 
east. if not so recorded. 
Re ult 
lll\·ersion of the strong-motion data alone results in the 
slip dist1ibution displayed in Figure ~a. The slip maximum 
is 273 em. and the total seismic moment is 1.10 X I 026 dyne-
em (Table 3). A comparison of the observed and synthetic 
strong motions is given in Figure 5. For each station wave-
form. all six traces (observed and synthetic north. east. and 
vertical components) are scaled to the peak value of the larg-
est component (given in em/ ec). Most of the waveforms are 
well matched. both in amplitude and phase. by the synthetic 
ground motions. 
The overall slip pattem is quite similar to the strong-
motion model in an earlier article (Wald and Heaton. 1994a. 
\("' 10 
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Steel Frame 
Post-1975 Concrete Frame 
Pre-1975 Concrete Frame 
Figure 3. ~ap showing contours (interval 10 em/sec) of ob erved. rotated peak 
ground velocity (see Table 2). Colored S) mbols show locations of buildings (four or 
more stories) according to the Los Angeles County Tax Assessor. 
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Figure 4. Comparison of the cross sections of the (a) strong-motion, (b) teleseismic. 
(c) geodetic, and (d) combined dislocation models. Contour interval is 0.4 m. View is 
from the southwest and perpendicular to (above) the fault plane. The scale bar shows 
the slip shading in 0.4-m increments. 
Fig. 8). The overall sl ip is slightly smaller in this study, in 
part. because we have reduced the velocities in the near-
surface layers at soil sites, increasing the impedance contrast 
and the resulting synthetic ground-motion amplitudes. The 
model is also in notable agreement with most of the features 
found in the slip pattern determined by Dreger ( 1994) using 
an empirical Green' s function deconvolution of regional 
waveform data and with the strong-motion model of Zeng 
and Anderson ( 1996). All three strong-motion models re-
quire a substantial amount of slip west of. and at a compa-
rable depth to, the hypocenter and another asperity up-dip 
and due north of the epicenter. As will be di scussed later, 
however. the strong-motion model does not adequately fit 
the geodetic observations. 
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Table 3 
Compari on of Model Parameters 
Suong 
M ouon Tcles.el\mlc Geodeuc Combined 
Seismic 
moment 1.10 1.31 1.42 I.-tO (XI(}" 
dyne-em) 
Maximum 273 312 256 319 
slip (em) 
Average 104 12-t 134 132 
slip (em) 
Average 
rake angle 102 107 103 101 
(degrees) 
Telesei rille Inver ion 
Teleseismic Data and Modeling 
The 13 teleseismic station locations for the broadband 
data used in this study are listed in Table 4, and their azi-
muthal distribution with respect to the epicenter is shown in 
Figure 6. These stations provide a well-distributed azimuthal 
coverage of the source. The instrument responses were de-
convolved from the original recordings to obtain ground ve-
locities (Fig. 7. left) and displacements (Fig. 7. right). and 
the data were low-pas filtered at 2 Hz. Since fau lting was 
predominantly thrusting on a moderate dipping plane. all 
direct P waves are compressional. The initial portions of the 
P waveforms indicate at least three subevents. 
For the teleseismic data. we modeled the first 25 sec of 
both the P and SH wave trains. The synthetic arrival from 
the hypocenter was aligned with the observed velocity wave-
forms. since the initial arrival is more impulsive in velocity 
than in displacement. Further, since the source dimensions 
of the Northridge rupture are relatively small to be well re-
solved teleseismically. we inverted the higher-frequency ve-
locity waveforms rather than the displacement waveforms in 
order to try to resolve finer-scale rupture details. 
Re ults 
Inversion of the teleseismic data alone results in the slip 
distribution displayed in Figure 4b. The slip maximum is 
312 em, and the total seismic moment i 1.31 X I 026 dyne-
em (Table 3). Although the total slip. maximum slip. and 
the degree of slip heterogeneity are similar to those of the 
trong-motion model (Fig. 4a). overall. the teleseismic slip 
model i quite different. However. both data sets do share 
the requirement for significant slip at the hypocenter but with 
the largest lips occurring up-dip and to the west. Further-
more. they both indicate another patch of deep sli p about 8 
km we t of the hypocenter. 
A com pari on of the observed and synthetic teleseismic 
waveforms is shown in Figure 7. Although we inverted the 
velocity data. we show comparisons of both the velocity and 
displacement data. since displacement is most often used in 
tele eismic waveform inversions (e.g .. Thio and Kanamori, 
1996). Note that large differences in the fits to the velocity 
data correspond to less dramatic differences in the match to 
the displacement data. Most of the details. including the in-
itial subevent arrival in the P waves. are well modeled. 
Geodetic Inversion 
GPS Data 
The GPS data we use consist of horizontal and vertical 
displacements at 46 monuments from the analysis of Hudnut 
era/. (1996). In their study, measurements of static ground 
displacements from a time period of 2 years prior to the 
earthquake and I month after the earthquake were deter-
mined from with GPS data. Coseismic displacement vectors 
were determined by correcting the displacements at each 
monument for secular variations by using the secular veloc-
ity e timate given by Feigl et al. ( 1993). A detailed descrip-
tion of the data reduction and processing plus a tabulated 
listing of the GPS station parameters is given by Hudnut et 
a/. ( 1996). The station locations used in this study and the 
observed vertical uplift and horizontal displacement vectors 
for the closer stations are shown in Figure 8. 
Leveling-Line Data 
The leveling data used in this study are the result of a 
preliminary analysis of data collected before and after the 
orthridge earthquake. The 2 10 leveling-line station loca-
tions are shown in Figure 9. The routes include ections of 
Interstates 405 and 5. and State Routes 10 I. 11 8. and 126. 
The data are shown along profiles in Figure 10. The data 
were collected and adjusted by ational Geodetic Survey 
( GS) and California Division of Transportation (Caltrans). 
We took the pre- and postearthquake adjustments and simply 
differenced the values at each benchmark. Any obvious out-
liers were then eliminated. 
Pre-earthquake data were collected jointly by the NGS 
and Caltran . All of the GS data and part of the Caltrans 
data were adjusted u ing standard least-squares methods by 
the NGS in obtaining their North American Vertical Datum 
1988 (NA VD88). The Cal trans pre-earthquake data that 
were not included in that adjustment were separately ad-
justed, holding the elevations fixed at those few stations with 
NA VD88 heights. typically at endpoints of level-line seg-
ments. In other words. the Caltrans adju tments were done 
assuming line endpoint elevations (in NA VD88) to be cor-
rect. Postearthquake data u ed here were collected by the 
~GS on contract to the USGS. in a project supported by the 
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEY1A). These 
data were collected during March to September 1994. 
A preliminary adjustment of these postearthquake data. 
using standard least-squares methods, was performed by 
Cal trans and provided to the USGS. along with the pre-earth-
quake adju tments of the Caltran data (J. Satalich, Caltran , 
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Figure 5. Comparison of the observed (solid) and ynthetic (dashed) ground veloc-
ities for the strong-motion model. For each station. the first pair of record is the 
observed (solid) and ynthetic (dashed) north component. followed by the east and 
vertical components. All components at each station are scaled to the maximum am-
plitude of the largest component (labeled in em/sec). 
per onal comm .. 1994 ). Because the data f ro m the various 
leve ling projects comprising the pre-earthquake data set are 
all adjusted to a common datum, yet the actual survey span 
different times (J 989 to 1993), some unestimated e rror re-
su lting from differential monume nt instability may be in-
cluded in these data. Also, benchmarks may have been dis-
Table 4 
Telesei mic Stations 
Stauoo A1.1mulh (Degl Bad:azimuth ~ Deg) Di'lance ~De g ) 
AFl 236.1 -W.9 69.6 
COL - 21.0 135.7 35.-t 
ESK 32.2 -50.7 7H 
GU~IO -75.1 55.3 87.7 
H:'-IR - 102.6 5H 88.4 
HRV 62.9 -86.9 37.3 
KEV 11.8 -29.3 73.1 
KO!\ H.2 318.1 77.2 
MAJO -52.7 55.0 79.5 
OBI\ 13.9 - 20.-t 88.2 
PAB 44.6 - 49.1 84.4 
RAR - 138.4 36.0 67.9 
SJG 95.2 -60.0 49.1 Figure 6. Azimuthal distribution of tele eismic 
station with respect to the epicenter. 
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Figure 7. Comparison of the observed (solid) and 
synthetic (dashed) teleseismic velocities (left two col-
umns) and displacements (right two columns) for the 
teleseismic model. Waveforms are normalized to the 
amplitudes for observed (top number) and simulated 
(bonom number) amplitudes given in microns/sec for 
velocity and microns for displacement. 
turbed by shaking during the earthquake, by contributions 
to the static displacement field from aftershocks, or by in-
terseismic and postseismic deformation. A more thorough 
analysis of these data will be carried out during 1996 by the 
USGS in collaboration with NGS and Caltrans, in part to 
refine these preliminary results and also to better analyze 
potential effects of nontectonic and/or noncoseismic mo-
tions. 
Modeling 
The geodetic displacements are calculated for the same 
one-dimensional layered velocity structu~e used in comput-
ing the strong-motion waveforms at rock-site stations (Table 
Ia). Since the DWFE Green 's functions computed for the 
strong-motion modeling are complete waveforms, including 
near-field and static motions, we can take advantage of these 
calculations and simply preserve the permanent static dis-
placements. The subfault point-source summation for the 
static calculation uses the same algorithm as the strong-mo-
tion Green's function , except that the synthetic time series 
are replaced with a single displacement value at each given 
station location. 
This approach to computing the static displacements is 
advantageous in that we have a common velocity structure 
in the source region for the teleseismic, strong-motion. and 
geodetic models, so the seismic moment estimations from 
the different models are directly comparable. The earth 
structure model has more realistic attributes than a half-space 
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Figure 8. Comparison of observed (solid arrows) 
and predicted (dashed arrows) GPS horizontal dis-
placement vectors and observed (shaded bars) and 
predicted (open bars) GPS uplift for the geodetic 
model. Negative uplift is indicated by bars below the 
stations (solid circles). The horizontal displacement 
scale is shown inset; the vertical scale is twice the 
horizontal scale. The surface projection of the model 
fau lt plane is depicted with a rectangle. 
-118.2 
approximation, including depth-dependent velocities and 
Poisson's ratios. In weighting the geodetic data, we weight 
each station proportional to its relative amplitude, unlike the 
strong-motion modeling where each waveform is normal-
ized in the inversion. In this sense, monuments with larger-
amplitude displacements play a more important role in the 
geodetic inversion. We also down-weighted the leveling data 
by a factor of 3 relative to the GPS data to compensate for 
the large ratio of the number of leveling stations to GPS 
monuments. 
Since we are interested in recovering the coseismic slip 
on the fault plane from the geodetic data, factors other than 
coseismic slip contributing to the movement of the geodetic 
monuments were examined. The dominant sources of con-
tamination of the geodetic data are most likely ( I) permanent 
displacement due to aftershocks, (2) local, nontectonic 
movement of monuments due to intense shaking, and (3) 
fluid or gas withdrawal resulting in subsidence. A few lev-
eling stations on each of the leveling lines indicate substan-
tially smaller uplifts relative to their neighbors (Fig. I 0). 
indicating local subsidence, either long term or shaking in-
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Figure 9. Location map of leveling-line stations 
along Interstates 405 and 5, and Routes I 0 I, 118, and 
126. The surface projection of the fault plane used in 
this study is depicted as a dashed rectangle. 
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duced. These sites were not weighted in the inversions. We 
note that all of the anomalous sites are located on alluvium 
(Figs. 9 and I 0). 
We investigated the nature of the monument movements 
due to aftershock activity by summing the computed 
displacement contributions at each monument for every 
aftershock with a moment magnitude of 4.0 or larger that 
occurred within the time span of the surveys. Smaller-mag-
nitude aftershocks do not contribute measurable signals. 
Aftershocks were represented by displacements at depth 
with the locations, seismic moments, and mechanisms de-
termined by Thio and Kanamori ( 1996) from local surface-
wave source inversions_ One of the two largest aftershocks 
occurred l min after the mainshock, and while its location 
and local magnitude (M, = 5.9) are known (Hauksson et at., 
1996), the mechanism and depth are not. Since this event is 
potentially a large source of immediate postseismic surface 
displacement (depending on the source depth), we included 
this event with the assumption that it occurred on the main-
shock source plane with the mainshock mechanism. How-
ever, the lack of more definitive information on one of the 
two largest aftershock adds uncertainty to this calculation. 
The total seismic moment of the aftershocks considered 
is approximately 2 X 1025 dyne-em, or about 15% of the 
estimated mainshock moment. However, the mechanism 
and locations of the aftershocks are diverse, so their cumu-
lative contribution to the postseismic deformation field is 
less than if their slip contributions were all the same orien-
tation as the mainshock and on the mainshock fault plane. 
The totaJ displacements at the GPS stations due to the after-
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shocks are in excess of 5% of the totaJ motion only at sites 
RESE, CHRN, and NEWH (Fig. 8), and their orientations with 
respect to the total displacements are not consistent at these 
sites. However, the postseismic displacements due to the af-
tershocks may add significantly to the total slip estimated by 
modeling the geodetic data. 
Results 
The dislocation model resulting from the geodetic in-
version is displayed in Figure 4c. The total seismic moment 
is 1.42 X 1026 dyne-em, and the maximum slip is 256 em 
(Table 3). Overall, the slip is smoother than that of the 
strong-motion model (Fig. 4a); both the slip amplitude and 
the rake angles are more uniform. The slip is confined to a 
single, central asperity that is consistent with the central 
lobes of slip in the strong-motion model. However. the hy-
pocentral and deep asperities found in the waveform models 
are not as prominent. A comparison of the observed and 
predicted geodetic-based model displacements is given in 
Figures 8 and 10. The overall pattern of horizontal displace-
ment and vertical uplift is well matched. 
Qualitatively, our geodetic slip model (Fig. 4c) is sim-
ilar to the variable slip models presented by Hudnut et a/. 
(1996) and Shen eta/. ( 1996); the location of the slip max-
imum and depth extent of the slip are comparable. However, 
our model fault plane is required to pass directly through the 
plane of aftershocks (Fig. I), whereas Hudnut et at. ( 1996) 
and Shen et al. (1996) use a plane 3.5-km shallower than 
that defined by the aftershock distribution. Although those 
studies prefer the shallower plane because it can better fit 
the GPS data, we find that our modeling approach is both 
consistent with the aftershock locations and fits the GPS and 
the leveling data reasonably well. 
Combined Inversion 
Modeling 
We now present an inversion that combines the strong-
motion, teleseismic, and geodetic data sets. Since the fault 
model parameterization and inversion remain unchanged for 
the variety of data sets. the combined inversion is a natural 
extension of the prior inversions. Although the number of 
unknowns remains fixed, the total number of data is in-
creased. The main difficulty encountered was determining 
the relative weighting factors for each data set, so that each 
would be represented in the joint inversion. This was accom-
plished by perturbing the relative weights on a trial -and-error 
basis to insure that the fit to each data set was not strongly 
degraded. 
Results 
The dislocation model determined from inverting the 
combined geodetic and waveform data is shown in Figure 
4d. The seismic moment of the combined solution is 1.40 
X 1026 dyne-em and the peak slip is 319 em (Table 3). The 
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Figure 10. Comparison of observed (solid circles) and predicted (open circles) up-
lift along the leveling lines shown in Figure 9 for the geodetic model. 
solution is clearly a compromise between the slip patterns 
determined for the strong-motion and the GPS data indepen-
dently (Figs. 4a and 4c, respectively); the teleseismic data 
plays a lesser role (Fig. 4b). While the central asperity in the 
geodetic slip model remains, so does the deep slip 12 km 
west of the hypocenter present in the strong-motion and tele-
seismic model. Likewise, the slip at the hypocenter, required 
to fit the waveform data, is preserved (i.e., the deep slip 
patches are neither resolved nor rejected by the geodetic 
data). 
For the combined model , the comparisons of the ob-
served and predicted leveling data, GPS data, strong-motion 
data, and teleseismic data are shown in Figures I l , 12, 13, 
and 14, respectively. 
The slip contours for the combined model are also 
shown projected on a map view in Figure l . As has been 
noted with other earthquakes, there is a slight tendency for 
the aftershocks to concentrate at the edges of high slip con-
centrations, indicating a redistribution of stresses in these 
areas (e.g., Mendoza and Hartzell, I 988). 
It is often difficult to estimate stress drop for earth-
quakes since one must normally make assumptions concern-
ing the relationship of the known rupture duration with the 
unknown rupture area. However, our finite-fault modeling 
allows us the advantage of determining both the amount of 
slip and the area over which it occurred. Even so. the stress-
drop calculation is only approximate; since it is difficult to 
determine where the slip goes to zero, defining the bound-
aries of the rupture area is ambiguous. For our slip model, 
the stress-drop expression of Eshelby ( 1957) for a circular 
fault is appropriate, !la = (7rrJ.Lil)/(16a), where J1 is the ri-
gidjty, u is the average dislocation, and a is the radius. Using 
J1 = 3.6 X 1011 dyne-cm2, u = 140 em, and a = 9.4 km, 
we obtain a stress drop of about 74 bars. 
Discussion 
Analysis of Combined Model 
The combined dislocation model is used for further dis-
cussion of the source process since it provides the best over-
all fit to the avaHable data. First, we view the variations of 
slip duration and image the rupture propagation. We then 
examine the source complexity and describe its contribution 
to the recorded ground velocity waveforms. 
The displacement time histories for select subfaults are 
shown in Figure 15. The displacement plots correspond to 
subfaults A, B, and C labeled in the cross section of the 
combined rupture model shown. The rise times at these lo-
cations are 1.4, 1.0, and 0.6 sec, respectively. For these 
regions of relatively high sl ip, the particle velocity-assum-
ing symmetric motion on both sides of the fault-is approx-
imately l m/sec for regions A and B, but it is closer to 2 
m/sec near the hypocenter. For most regions of lower slip 
values. the rise times are 0.6 sec, with corresponding particle 
velocities of less than I m/sec. These velocities agree well 
with the average values tabulated by Heaton ( 1990) for a 
number of earthquakes for both the average pamcle velocity 
over the entire fault and the value for asperities alone. 
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Figure 16 shows the slipping portion of the fault and 
the amount of slip during 1-sec "slices" in time; hence, the 
images depict the slip velocity. Local slip durations are less 
than about 1.5 sec, whereas the total rupture duration is about 
7 sec. Figure 16 indicates that only a portion of the rupture 
surface is slipping at one time (Heaton, 1990). We per-
formed tests fixing longer-duration time functions, but we 
could not match the velocity waveforms as well. 
The general pattern of the strong-motion duration and 
waveform complexity can be partially explained by the rel-
ative position of individual stations with respect to the 
regions of concentrated slip shown in Figure 4d. Those sta-
tions up-dip and to the north show simple, large-amplitude, 
short-duration shear-wave pulses since the rupture propa-
gated toward them (Fig. 2b). At other azimuths, the 
shear-wave arrivals are both separated further in time and 
smaller in amplitude. At those locations. the source com-
plexity is more apparent, and separate subevents can be iden-
tified. 
Figure 17 shows how four regions of the fault rupture 
contribute to the makeup of the synthetic waveforms. We 
considered the contributions to the ground motion from the 
shaded regions above each column of Figure 17 with the 
fourth region comprised of the hypocentral asperity. In the 
column below each shaded fault depiction, we show the ob-
served velocity components with the corresponding ground-
motion contribution from that fault area. The last column 
represents the complete simulation from the entire fault. 
Column one in Figure 17 shows that the slip concentra-
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tion that dominates the geodetic slip model (Fig. 4c) also 
contributes the largest ground motions in the Northridge 
earthquake. The large amplitudes at up-dip station PAR (as 
well as JFP, SYL. NHL) are predominantly from the inte-
grated effect of the central asperity. The fourth column in-
dicates that the slip in the hypocentral region contributes the 
impulsive, initial shear-wave arrivals at most stations. Al-
though this slip is absent from the geodetic model (Fig. 4c), 
it is clearly required to reproduce the initial portion of the 
strong-motion observations, and the geodetic data permit it. 
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Figure 17. Comparison of data (solid) and syn-
thetics (dashed) for contributions to the synthetics 
from the fault regions depicted above each column. 
Last column gives total synthetic from entire model 
fault. See text for details. 
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The deepest slip concentration (Fig. 17, second column) 
plays an important role in providing the later arrivals at 
southern and western azimuths, here shown with stations 
U53, TPG, and WOO. This is also apparent at stations SCC 
and SCR (Fig. 2b). where the large secondary arrivals come 
from this deep asperity. It is not clear whether the deep slip 
represents the down-dip extension of the main shock rupture 
plane or a separate fault rupture. 
Curiously, as shown by Wald and Heaton (1994b, Figs. 
5 and 15), the large (anomalous) peak acceleration at the 
Santa Monica site is on the east component even though the 
source radiation from our modeling predicts a substantiall y 
larger amplitude on the north component. This is also true 
of the Tarzana accelerogram, where our source model pre-
dicts a larger north component, and indeed, the nearby ENR 
recording and our simulations have much larger north com-
ponents, yet the east component dominates the Tarzana ac-
celerations (Spudich et al., 1996). This suggests that either 
local propagational complexities dominate the Tarzana and 
Santa Monica recordings or that there is complex source 
radiation not accounted for in our study; perhaps this isolated 
deep patch of rupture has a significantly different focal 
mechanism from the main rupture fault plane. 
Further analysis of Figure 17 also indicates that at near-
source stations, the nearest asperity often controls the char-
acter of the ground motion. For example, the contribution 
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from the shallow, northeast region (Fig. 17, third column) 
dominates the arrivals at station VNY, just above and east of 
this fault area. This can be attributed to both the additional 
distance from the further patches of concentrated slip and 
the favorable source radiation pattern for stations above the 
rupture surface. 
Predictive Capacity of Independent Models 
Our general philosophy is that no source model is suf-
ficient if it clearly violates independent observations. Hence, 
it is informative to examine the ability of each model, de-
rived from the separate data sets, to predict the remaining 
independent observations. Further, when near-source ground 
motions and geodetic displacements are lacking, source slip 
patterns and ground-motion estimations are often made us-
ing independent teleseismic observations alone, so it is use-
ful to test this approach in a case like the orthridge earth-
quake, where the data are sufficient to do o. 
Figure 18 shows the prediction of the leveling data from 
the slip model derived from strong motions alone. Some of 
the general features of the geodetic displacements are not 
well predicted by the strong-motion model. The overpre-
diction of the uplift on the western portion of the Route 118 
line is a consequence of the westernmost lobe of slip in the 
strong-motion slip model (Fig. 4a) that is not apparent in the 
geodetic model (Fig. 4c). Likewise, the underprediction of 
the leveling data near the peak uplift on the Route 118 and 
Interstate 5 lines is due to the reduced slip in the central 
portion of the fault in the strong-motion model compared 
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with the geodetic solution. We do not show the comparison 
of the GPS data and predictions since it is difficult to see the 
systematic misfits with so few stations, but the GPS data 
misfit by the strong-motion model is comparable to the cor-
responding leveling misfit. Clearly, the strong-motion model 
alone cannot adequately reproduce the observed static dis-
placements. 
Further evidence for limitations of the strong-motion 
data comes from a comparison of the observed and synthetic 
strong-motion records due to the strong-motion model alone 
(Fig. 5) with the fits of the combined model (Fig. 13). Al-
though these models have had some substantial differences 
in the slip patterns, only a small degradation to the waveform 
matches is apparent. This implies a limited resolution of the 
slip details at this scale for the strong-motion data alone. 
Similarly, the geodetic model does a poor job at pre-
dicting the recorded strong-motion velocities (Fig. 19). In 
order to predict the strong-motion data from the geodetic 
model, we assumed a rupture velocity of 3 km/sec and a rise 
time of 1.0 sec to be consistent with findings from other 
earthquakes. The large, simple slip concentration that makes 
up the geodetic model produces amplitudes at up-dip strong-
motion stations (e.g., NHL, JFP, PAR) that are too large (by 
a factor of 2 or 3). Furthermore, the pulse widths of the large-
velocity arrivals are substantially longer period than those 
observed, and the waveforms are simpler than the observa-
tions. In a predictive sense, and in terms of earthquake en-
gineering concerns, the spectral response of these synthetics 
are a poor representation of the actual recordings. Whereas 
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Figure 18. Comparison of observed (solid circles) and simulated (open circles) up-
lift along the leveling lines predicted by the strong-motion model (Fig. 4a). 
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Figure 19. Comparison of the observed (solid) and synthetic (dashed) ground ve-
locities predicted by the geodetic model (Fig. 4c). 
a particularly smooth slip pattern is sufficient to satisfy the 
geodetic data, the strong-motion data require a more heter-
ogeneous slip distribution in order to reproduce the velocity 
amplitudes, frequency content, and waveform complexity. 
Finally, the large initial arrivals at many stations (e.g., 
SHR, SCR, and ENR) attributed to slip near the hypocenter 
in the strong-motion model (Fig. 17) are not generated by 
the geodetic slip model. Since the ability of the geodetic data 
to resolve details of the slip pattern diminishes greatly with 
depth, some of the deep slip variations, which explain por-
tions of the ground-motion waveforms, are not imaged. Con-
siderably different details in the slip distribution at depth 
(compare Figs. 4c and 4d) give rise to only small differences 
to the geodetic predictions (compare Figs. 8 and 12), also 
indicating that the geodetic data alone have limited resolu-
tion of the deeper ~lip patches that are required by the wave-
form data. 
Finally, we compare the observed strong motions with 
those predicted by the teleseismically derived dislocation 
model (Fig. 4b) in Figure 20. Clearly, the overall slip pattern 
and degree of slip heterogeneity of the teleseismic model 
was (with some exceptions) sufficient to produce reasonable 
estimations of the amplitude and frequency content of ob-
served strong motions. This suggests that estimating near-
source strong motions based on teleseismic modeling alone 
can be a useful endeavor. 
Conclusions 
A summary of the preferred fault parameters determined 
from our study is presented in Table 5. The rupture began 
at a depth of 17.5 km and propagated predominantly in the 
up-dip direction approximately along the direction of the 
average rake vector of I 0 I 0 • Slip terminated at a depth of 
about 6 km. Rupture occurred over an area approximately 
15 km along strike (west-northwest from the hypocenter) 
and nearly 20 km up-dip. Our estimate of the seismic mo-
ment is l.3 ± 0.2 x 1026 dyne-em (potency of 0.4 km3) 
with an average slip about 1.3 mover the rupture area, yield-
ing an average stress-drop of about 74 bars. 
The peak slip value is about 3 m. The rupture velocity 
is estimated to be 3.0 km/sec, though slightly slower rupture 
velocities give comparable solutions. The rise time is best 
approximated with durations less than or equal to about 1.4 
sec. 
The up-dip, near-source, strong-motion velocity wave-
forms are dominated by large S-wave pulses (Fig. 2b) at-
tributed to source directivity and consist of at least 2 to 3 
distinct arrivals (a few seconds apart). Stations at southern 
azimuths (e.g., SCC, SCR, an SHR) indicate two mainS-wave 
arrivals further separated in time (about 4 to 5 sec). These 
observations are best modeled with a complex distribution 
of subevents. The initial S-wave arrival comes from an as-
perity that begins at the hypocenter and extends up-dip. The 
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Figure 20. Comparison of the observed (solid) and synthetic (dashed) ground ve-
locities predicted by the teleseismic model (Fig. 4b). 
largest subevent is centered (about 12 km away) up-dip to 
the north. Secondary S arrivals at southern azimuths are best 
fit with additional energy radiation from another high-slip 
region near a depth of 19 km, 8 km west-northwest of the 
hypocenter. The correspondence to secondary arrivals ob-
served at more distant stations to the south (e.g., Santa Mon-
ica) is more tenuous, since several of the aftershocks re-
corded there also indicate later arrivals as well, but clearly, 
a secondary source contribution is expected at the time of 
the peak acceleration (Fig. 2a), based on our model of the 
near-source stations. 
Both the observations and simulations indicate that the 
strongest long-period (I to 3 sec) ground motions occurred 
up-dip from the rupture surface where source directivity is 
greatest We note that much of this same region is sparsely 
populated and has few, if any, larger steel- or concrete-frame 
structures. Consequently, the engineering problems discov-
ered after the earthquake in these structures occurred at rel-
atively modest levels of ground motion relative to the ground 
motions experienced north of the epicenter. 
After comparing the observed and predicted strong mo-
tions and geodetic displacements generated from the sepa-
rate and combined slip models, we conclude that, given these 
specific data and source dimensions of the orthridge earth-
quake, neither the strong-motion nor the geodetic data alone 
have the resolving power to adequately recover the detailed 
source slip heterogeneity, at least well enough to indepen-
Table 5 
Preferred Northridge Rupture Model Parameters 
Date I 7 January I 994 
Origin time I 2:30:55.2 GMT 
Latitude, longitude 34.21 1° N, I 18.546° W 
Hypocentral depth 17.5 km 
Top center fault location 34.344° N, I 18.55° W 
Strike 122 (s58E) 
Dip 40 (s32W) 
Model fault length 18 km 
Model fault width 24 km 
Fault depth range 5.0-20.4 km 
Effective fault length 14 km 
Effective fault width 21 km 
Average slip Urn 
Maximum slip 3.2 m 
Seismic moment 1.3 ± 0.2 X I Q-"' dyne-em 
Average stress drop 74 bars 
Rupture velocity 3.0 km/sec 
Total rupture time 7 sec 
Local ri e time variable from 0.6-1.4 ec 
dently predict the other observations. Further, even though 
the overall slip and degree of heterogeneity derived from the 
teleseismic data was sufficient to predict the character of the 
observed strong-motion velocities, it could not adequately 
constrain the slip pattern in detail or reproduce the static 
S70 
displacements. Consequently, an adequate repre entation of 
the source requires the combined analysis of the e data sets. 
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